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1 Randomized Proofs

Recall that the class P is the class of all polynomial time solvable problems, and NP is the class of
all languages that can be decided in non-deterministic polynomial time. Equivalently, a language
L is in NP if a member x ∈ L can be proven in polynomial time. This means there exists a
(deterministic) polynomial time algorithm, called the verifier, that takes as input x as well as
an additional polynomial sized input y called the proof, and decides if x ∈ L with the following
guarantees. If x ∈ L, then there exists a proof y for which the verifier accepts x. If x /∈ L, then for
any proof y, the verifier refjects x.

Obviously P ⊆ NP, and an outstanding open problem is whether P is equal to NP. Our
experience struggling with many NP problems of practical interest, combined with the equivalence
class of NP-complete problems, suggests that they are not equal, but again, we cannot prove it. P
vs NP is a fascinating question beyond computers; see for example [6].

It is natural (in hindsight) to consider these questions from a randomized point of view. Suppose
we granted the verifier access to randomization, and relaxed our guarantee to have one-sided error.
In particular, suppose we relaxed to the following guarantee given x and a proof y.

1. If x ∈ L, then the verifier always accepts x.

2. If x /∈ L, then the verifier accepts x with probability ≤ 1/2.

Of course any language on NP satisfies the above. But the introduction allows us to ask interesting
questions.

The proof is accessed in an oracle model, where in one query the verifier can request the ith bit
from the oracle. For a language L, a (nonadaptive) probabilistically checkable proof with r bits and q
queries, denoted PCP(r, q) is one that, given an input x and oracle access to a proof y, inspects x
and flips at most O(r) random bits. It then makes O(q) queries to the proof. We point out that the
verifier can still spend polynomial time inspecting the input x and the outcomes of the r coin flips
to choose its queries. Beyond that, the queries to the proof are nonadaptive.

Of course NP � PCP(0,poly(n)). We are interested

Theorem 1.1. Every NP language has a probabilistically checkable proof with O(1) random bits
and O(log n) queries to the proof.

The PCP theorem is philosphically very interesting, giving a robust, “error-correcting” extension
to our deterministic notion of proofs.1 The PCP theorem has also had a very big impact in hardness
of approximation. As we know too well, many problems are NP-hard, and thus we are interested
in designing approximation algorithms for them. However it is not known if there are limits to

1The old joke is that the PCP theorem implies a much faster way to grade algorithms homework.
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approximations as well; i.e., if we should expect better and better approximations over time for all
problems, or if there is a hard limit to the approximation guarantee.

As a concrete example, consider the 3-SAT problem. The input is a SAT formula with exactly
3 literals per clause, and (in the optimization formulation) the goal is to satisfy as many clauses
as possible. As discussed previously, if we randomly assign each variable, then we get a 7/8th
approximation. Surely, such a simple and essentially oblivious algorithm could not be very good.
Yet the PCP theorem leads to the following remarkable theorem that 7/8th is optimal:

Theorem 1.2 ([2]). For all ε > 0, it is NP-Hard to obtain a (7/8 + ε)-approximation to 3-SAT.

The celebrated PCP theorem was developed in the late 80’s and early 90’s and was born out
of earlier developments investigating interactive proofs. Unfortunately many of the mathematical
techniques used in this original line of work have not been developed in this class. Instead will
present a more recent proof by Dinur [1] that is considered to be simpler then the original proof of
the PCP theorem. In particular, the machinery driving Dinur’s approach will hopefully be somewhat
familiar based on our many discussions already on random walks.

2 Constraint satisfaction problems

Let V be a set of n variables, and let A be a finite alphabet. A k-ary constraint consists of k
variables v1, . . . , vk ∈ V and a subset S ⊆ Ak. An assignment σ : V → A satisfies the constriant if
(σ(v1), . . . , σ(vk)) ∈ S. In q-ary constraint satisfaction problems, we are given m q-ary clauses
over a set of n variables V and a finite alphabet A. The goal is to maximize as many clauses as
possible.

Our discussion is about proving the above theorem in particular.

Theorem 2.1. There are integers k > 1, |A| > 1 such that, given a collection of k-ary constraints
over an alphabet Σ, it is NP-hard to decide whether

1. All clauses can be satisfied.

2. Less than or equal to half the clauses can be satisfied.

It is equivalent to the PCP theorem.

Theorem 2.2. Theorem 1.1 and Theorem 2.1 are equivalent.

We leave the proof as the following exercise.

Exercise 1. Proof Theorem 1.1 and Theorem 2.1. Below we give part of the proofs, in both
directions, to get you started.

1. Theorem 1.1 =⇒ Theorem 2.1. Suppose the PCP theorem, Theorem 1.1, is true. That is,
every NP language L has a verifier on input x and proof y that reads r = c log n random bits
and querys q = O(1) bits from y, and correctly. We want to show that (1/2)-approximate for
CSP - that is, deciding between whether a CSP is (perfectly) satisfiable or if at most 1/2 of
the clauses can be satisfied - is NP-Hard.

Fix a language L in NP. Given input x of size n, we want to form a CSP problem P such that
deciding between unsat(P ) = 0 and unsat(P ) ≥ 1/2. By the PCP theorem, there exists a
verifier that flips at most r = c log(n) coins and reads q = O(1) bits from the proof and decides
whether to accept or reject. Let A = {0, 1}0, 1 be the alphabet, and make a boolean variable vi
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for every location i of the proof that might be accessed by the randomized verifier. Note that
this creates at most q2r = poly(n) boolean variables. Now, for each z ∈ {0, 1}r, representing
an outcome of the coin tosses, we defined a clause Cz with variables ... and accepting the set
of assignments...

2. Theorem 2.1 =⇒ Theorem 1.1. Conversely, suppose that it is NP-Hard to decide between
unsat(P ) = 0 and unsat(P ) ≥ 1/2 for a given CSP problem P . This means to for every
language L, there is a transformation that, given an input x of size n, produces a q-ary CSP Px
with poly(n) constraints such that x ∈ L iff unsat(Px) = 0 and x /∈ L iff unsat(Px) ≥ 1/2.
We create a probabilisticaly checkable proof system where...

3 Graph CSP, and amplification

Consider the special case of binary CSP (i.e., q = 2). This means that every clause consists of two
variables v1, v2 and a subset of satisfying pairs S ⊂ A2. We will prove that binary CSP with a
constant alphabet size (for some constant) is hard to approximate in the sense of Theorem 2.1.

Now, binary CSP is easier to visualize because we can imagine the clauses arranged in a graph.
We think of each variable v ∈ V as a vertix. For every clause over two variables v1, v2, we have an
edge between v1 and v2 labeled by that clause. Note that we can have parallel edges if there are
multiple clauses for the same pair of vertices. To emphasize this graphical viewpoint - which will be
advantageous when we start modifying the problem - we will call binary CSP problems graph CSP
from now on.

Graph CSP is NP-Hard even for 3 letters in the alphabet. In particular, 3-colorability2 is a
special case of graph CSP that is NP-Hard. In our CSP terminology, this means it is NP-Hard to
decide if unsat(G) = 0. Since 3-colorability has one constraint per edge we can recast this as saying
that it is NP-Hard to decide if unsat(G) = 0 or if unsat(G) ≥ 1/m, where m is the number of
edges. We take this as our starting point, and the goal is now to “amplify” the graph CSP problem so
that it is NP-Hard to distinguish between unsat(G) = 0 or unsat(G) ≥ c, for any fixed constant c.

3.1 Iterative amplification - an overview

For inspiration, we briefly recall the deterministic logspace algorithm for (s, t)-connectivity [5]. We
knew that this problem was actually easy for constant degree expanders, but of course the input
graph is not in general a constant degree expander. The goal becomes to implicitly convert the
graph into a constant degree expander. There we iterated between powering the graph – amplifying
the spectral gap – and taking a zig-zag product with a constant degree expander – sparsifying the
graph. Applying these operations together gave a net gain in the spectral gap, while keeping the
degree constant. A logarithmic number of iterations transformed the input graph (implicitly) into a
constant degree expander.

The proof of Dinur [1] is very much similar in spirit, trying to amplify a graph CSP by various
transformations and gradually. In fact Dinur cites the (s, t)-connectivty algorithm [5] as an inspiration.

1. Expander-ification, where we guarantee that the graph CSP is a regular graph with constant
degree and has constant expansion gap.

2. Error amplification by powering, where we amplify the unsat of the graph by taking a power
of the graph and creating constraints appropriately.

23-Colorability asks if the vertices of a given graph can be labeled by one of three “colors” such that each color
forms an independent set.
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3. Alphabet reduction. Where we reduce the alphabet size of the graph CSP (which increases in
the powering stage).

Each of these three steps take as input one graph CSP G and output another, G′. As we analyze
these steps, we will carefully pay attention to the following properties in particular which are essential
to maintaining the high-level correctness.

1. Completeness: If unsat(G) = 0, then unsat(G′) = 0.

2. Soundness: unsat(G′) ≥ β unsat(G) for some value β > 0.

Ultimately we want β > 1, but the operations below may also have β < 0 as they are principally
concerned with managing other parameters (such as the alphabet size, or the degree).

However in one round trip we are able to show that we have a net gain of β > 1, for a fixed constant
β, while keeping the other parameters under control (and more precisely, universal constants).

Let us break down these steps in a little more detail. We will specify the context and state the
key lemma’s.

3.1.1 Degree reduction

Lemma 3.1. There exists constants d ∈ N, γ > 0, and β > 0 for which the following hold. Given an
instance of graph CSP G, one can compute an instance of graph CSP G′ with the following properties.

1. The graph supporting G′ is a d-regular undirected graph.

2. G′ has the same alphabet size as G.

3. β1 unsat(G) ≤ unsat(G′) ≤ unsat(G) for some universal constant β1.

4. The spectral gap on G′ is ≥ γ.

5. The size of G′ is at most a constant factor bigger than the size of G.

3.1.2 Error Amplification

Lemma 3.2. Let d, γ, |A| be fixed. Then there exists β2 > 0 for which the following holds for all
t = 2s+ 1 where s ∈ N. Let G be a regular graph CSP over an alphabet A with degree d and whose
random walk has spectral gap (at least) γ. Then the t-th power Gt (as described above) has the
following properties.

1. Gt is regular with degree dt, alphabet Ads, and the random walk on Gt has spectral gap
1− (1− γ)t.

2. If unsat(G) = 0, then unsat
(
Gt
)

= 0.

3. unsat
(
Gt
)
≥ β2

√
tmin

{
unsat(G), 1t

}
.

Like many of our recent discussions, this will be based on analyzing random walks on G, and
here we will see a dependence on the spectral gap G in the parameter β2.

3.1.3 Alphabet reduction

Lemma 3.3. There exists constants C ∈ N and β3 ∈ (0, 1) for which the following holds. Given a
regular graph CSP G with alphabet A, one can compute a graph CSP with size f(|A|)|G| such that

β3 unsat(G) ≤ unsat
(
G′
)
≤ unsat(G).
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<latexit sha1_base64="x8cAvO8y1tGKf5qsf3AOhK+ermw=">AAAB7nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoMSQcKuKHoMePEYwTwgWcLspDcZMju7zMwGQshHePGgiFe/x5t/4yTZgyYWNBRV3XR3BYng2rjut5NbW9/Y3MpvF3Z29/YPiodHDR2nimGdxSJWrYBqFFxi3XAjsJUopFEgsBkM72d+c4RK81g+mXGCfkT7koecUWOlZnl0iV3volssuRV3DrJKvIyUIEOtW/zq9GKWRigNE1Trtucmxp9QZTgTOC10Uo0JZUPax7alkkao/cn83Ck5s0qPhLGyJQ2Zq78nJjTSehwFtjOiZqCXvZn4n9dOTXjnT7hMUoOSLRaFqSAmJrPfSY8rZEaMLaFMcXsrYQOqKDM2oYINwVt+eZU0rireTcV9vC5Vz7M48nACp1AGD26hCg9QgzowGMIzvMKbkzgvzrvzsWjNOdnMMfyB8/kD8I6OkA==</latexit>

(v, e1)

<latexit sha1_base64="B4Bkwm1dbz3mIeEVh14YDJkQ/I4=">AAAB7nicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYFAiSNgNih4DXjxGMA9IljA76U2GzM4uM7OBsOQjvHhQxKvf482/cfI4aGJBQ1HVTXdXkAiujet+O2vrG5tb27md/O7e/sFh4ei4oeNUMayzWMSqFVCNgkusG24EthKFNAoENoPh/dRvjlBpHssnM07Qj2hf8pAzaqzULI2usFu57BaKbtmdgawSb0GKsECtW/jq9GKWRigNE1Trtucmxs+oMpwJnOQ7qcaEsiHtY9tSSSPUfjY7d0LOrdIjYaxsSUNm6u+JjEZaj6PAdkbUDPSyNxX/89qpCe/8jMskNSjZfFGYCmJiMv2d9LhCZsTYEsoUt7cSNqCKMmMTytsQvOWXV0mjUvZuyu7jdbF6sYgjB6dwBiXw4Baq8AA1qAODITzDK7w5ifPivDsf89Y1ZzFzAn/gfP4A8hOOkQ==</latexit>

(v, e2)

<latexit sha1_base64="ulQ52GLKw46hcBS+jHBMCfCYtwg=">AAAB7nicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYFAiSNj1gR4DXjxGMA9IljA76U2GzM4uM7OBEPIRXjwo4tXv8ebfOEn2oIkFDUVVN91dQSK4Nq777aysrq1vbOa28ts7u3v7hYPDuo5TxbDGYhGrZkA1Ci6xZrgR2EwU0igQ2AgG91O/MUSleSyfzChBP6I9yUPOqLFSozS8wM7VeadQdMvuDGSZeBkpQoZqp/DV7sYsjVAaJqjWLc9NjD+mynAmcJJvpxoTyga0hy1LJY1Q++PZuRNyapUuCWNlSxoyU39PjGmk9SgKbGdETV8velPxP6+VmvDOH3OZpAYlmy8KU0FMTKa/ky5XyIwYWUKZ4vZWwvpUUWZsQnkbgrf48jKpX5a9m7L7eF2snGVx5OAYTqAEHtxCBR6gCjVgMIBneIU3J3FenHfnY9664mQzR/AHzucP85iOkg==</latexit>

(v, e3)

<latexit sha1_base64="AqzTa5Dwalqi28YIzDnXPmonFXM=">AAAB7nicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYFAiSNiViB4DXjxGMA9IljA76U2GzM4uM7OBsOQjvHhQxKvf482/cfI4aGJBQ1HVTXdXkAiujet+O2vrG5tb27md/O7e/sFh4ei4oeNUMayzWMSqFVCNgkusG24EthKFNAoENoPh/dRvjlBpHssnM07Qj2hf8pAzaqzULI2usFu57BaKbtmdgawSb0GKsECtW/jq9GKWRigNE1Trtucmxs+oMpwJnOQ7qcaEsiHtY9tSSSPUfjY7d0LOrdIjYaxsSUNm6u+JjEZaj6PAdkbUDPSyNxX/89qpCe/8jMskNSjZfFGYCmJiMv2d9LhCZsTYEsoUt7cSNqCKMmMTytsQvOWXV0njuuzdlN3HSrF6sYgjB6dwBiXw4Baq8AA1qAODITzDK7w5ifPivDsf89Y1ZzFzAn/gfP4A9R2Okw==</latexit>

(v, e4)

<latexit sha1_base64="sSJmkvKyKpmjbLhmgA+5hIICFwU=">AAAB7nicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYFAiSNgVgx4DXjxGMA9IljA76U2GzM4uM7OBsOQjvHhQxKvf482/cfI4aGJBQ1HVTXdXkAiujet+O2vrG5tb27md/O7e/sFh4ei4oeNUMayzWMSqFVCNgkusG24EthKFNAoENoPh/dRvjlBpHssnM07Qj2hf8pAzaqzULI2usFu57BaKbtmdgawSb0GKsECtW/jq9GKWRigNE1Trtucmxs+oMpwJnOQ7qcaEsiHtY9tSSSPUfjY7d0LOrdIjYaxsSUNm6u+JjEZaj6PAdkbUDPSyNxX/89qpCe/8jMskNSjZfFGYCmJiMv2d9LhCZsTYEsoUt7cSNqCKMmMTytsQvOWXV0njuuxVyu7jTbF6sYgjB6dwBiXw4Baq8AA1qAODITzDK7w5ifPivDsf89Y1ZzFzAn/gfP4A9qKOlA==</latexit>

(v, e5)

<latexit sha1_base64="EOTCIC1N4vky+AuzoFySuwrfA/M=">AAAB7nicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYFAiSNgVX8eAF48RzAOSJcxOepMhs7PLzGwghHyEFw+KePV7vPk3TpI9aGJBQ1HVTXdXkAiujet+Oyura+sbm7mt/PbO7t5+4eCwruNUMayxWMSqGVCNgkusGW4ENhOFNAoENoLB/dRvDFFpHssnM0rQj2hP8pAzaqzUKA0vsHNz3ikU3bI7A1kmXkaKkKHaKXy1uzFLI5SGCap1y3MT44+pMpwJnOTbqcaEsgHtYctSSSPU/nh27oScWqVLwljZkobM1N8TYxppPYoC2xlR09eL3lT8z2ulJrzzx1wmqUHJ5ovCVBATk+nvpMsVMiNGllCmuL2VsD5VlBmbUN6G4C2+vEzql2Xvuuw+XhUrZ1kcOTiGEyiBB7dQgQeoQg0YDOAZXuHNSZwX5935mLeuONnMEfyB8/kD+CeOlQ==</latexit>

(v, e6)
<latexit sha1_base64="k0xS7RbZsS1NHb5JibiUSlbbHeA=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxaJ4KokoehEKXjy2YD+gDWWznbRrN5uwuxFK6C/w4kERr/4kb/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzgkRwbVz321lZXVvf2CxsFbd3dvf2SweHTR2nimGDxSJW7YBqFFxiw3AjsJ0opFEgsBWM7qZ+6wmV5rF8MOME/YgOJA85o8ZK9dteqexW3BnIMvFyUoYctV7pq9uPWRqhNExQrTuemxg/o8pwJnBS7KYaE8pGdIAdSyWNUPvZ7NAJObVKn4SxsiUNmam/JzIaaT2OAtsZUTPUi95U/M/rpCa88TMuk9SgZPNFYSqIicn0a9LnCpkRY0soU9zeStiQKsqMzaZoQ/AWX14mzYuKd1Vx65fl6lkeRwGO4QTOwYNrqMI91KABDBCe4RXenEfnxXl3PuatK04+cwR/4Hz+AIWzjKk=</latexit>=

<latexit sha1_base64="k0xS7RbZsS1NHb5JibiUSlbbHeA=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxaJ4KokoehEKXjy2YD+gDWWznbRrN5uwuxFK6C/w4kERr/4kb/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzgkRwbVz321lZXVvf2CxsFbd3dvf2SweHTR2nimGDxSJW7YBqFFxiw3AjsJ0opFEgsBWM7qZ+6wmV5rF8MOME/YgOJA85o8ZK9dteqexW3BnIMvFyUoYctV7pq9uPWRqhNExQrTuemxg/o8pwJnBS7KYaE8pGdIAdSyWNUPvZ7NAJObVKn4SxsiUNmam/JzIaaT2OAtsZUTPUi95U/M/rpCa88TMuk9SgZPNFYSqIicn0a9LnCpkRY0soU9zeStiQKsqMzaZoQ/AWX14mzYuKd1Vx65fl6lkeRwGO4QTOwYNrqMI91KABDBCe4RXenEfnxXl3PuatK04+cwR/4Hz+AIWzjKk=</latexit>= <latexit sha1_base64="k0xS7RbZsS1NHb5JibiUSlbbHeA=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxaJ4KokoehEKXjy2YD+gDWWznbRrN5uwuxFK6C/w4kERr/4kb/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzgkRwbVz321lZXVvf2CxsFbd3dvf2SweHTR2nimGDxSJW7YBqFFxiw3AjsJ0opFEgsBWM7qZ+6wmV5rF8MOME/YgOJA85o8ZK9dteqexW3BnIMvFyUoYctV7pq9uPWRqhNExQrTuemxg/o8pwJnBS7KYaE8pGdIAdSyWNUPvZ7NAJObVKn4SxsiUNmam/JzIaaT2OAtsZUTPUi95U/M/rpCa88TMuk9SgZPNFYSqIicn0a9LnCpkRY0soU9zeStiQKsqMzaZoQ/AWX14mzYuKd1Vx65fl6lkeRwGO4QTOwYNrqMI91KABDBCe4RXenEfnxXl3PuatK04+cwR/4Hz+AIWzjKk=</latexit>=
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Figure 1: Reducing the degree of a graph CSP by splitting each vertex into a constant degree
expander of equality constraints.

3.2 Putting it all together

Lemma 3.1 3.2 3.3

Degree ??? → d0 → dt0 → ???

γ ??? → γ0 → 1− (1− γ0)t → ???

unsat(G) α → β1α →
√
tβ2β1α, →

√
tβ3β2β1α

A0 → A0 → A
b t2c
0 → A0

In the row for unsat(G), we assume that β1α ≤ 1
t , since otherwise unsat(G) is at least a constant

and we are done.

4 Expander-ification

We replace each vertex v ∈ V with a low degree expander as follows.

1. For each vertex v and each edge e incident to v, we create a new vertex (v, e).

2. For each edge e = (u, v), we have an edge from (u, e) to (v, e) with the same constraint as e.

3. Fix v. We currently have an auxiliary vertex (v, e) for every edge e incident to v. Let G0 be
a d0-regular expander with vertex set {(v, e)}. For each edge in the expander, we assign the
“equality constraint” C= = {(a, a) : a ∈ A} ⊂ A2.

This type of construction first appears in [4].
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Lemma 4.1. Given a graph CSP G, let G′ be the graph CSP obtained by the construction described
above. Then:

1. The total number of edges of G′ is within a constant factor of the number of edges of G.

2. G′ has the same alphabet as G.

3. G′ is a (d0 + 1)-regular graph for a universal constant d0.

4. cunsat(G) ≤ unsat(G′) ≤ unsat(G)

for some universal constant c.

We walk the reader through the proof in Exercise ??.

5 Error amplification

We now turn to the error amplification stage. Let us briefly recall the context. We have a graph CSP
G, which is either satisfiable or has some nonzero unsat(G). The goal is to produce a new constraint
CSP G′ that (a) is satisfiable iff G is satisfiable, and (b) has substantially larger unsat(G′) when G
is not satisfiable. Thanks to the preceding preprocessing step, we can assume that G is a d-regular
expander. We also assume that |A| is a fixed constant.

Dinur [1] offers the following helpful intuition. Fix an assignment π : V → A, and suppose we
sample t edges in G uniformly at random and see if any of the corresponding constraints are not
satisfied. The probablity that at least one of them is unsatified is 1− (1−unsat(G))t ≈ tunsat(G)
(for unsat(G) small). To embed this logic into a CSP, consider the (non-binary) CSP where
for every t edges e1, . . . , et of G, we make a constraint over the (at most) 2t underlying vertices
which is satisfied iff all t constraints at e1, . . . , et are satisfied. This CSP will have unsat value
1− (1− unsat(G))t ≈ tunsat(G), which is good. Some drawbacks of this construction are that
(a) the resulting CSP is no longer binary, and (b) the number of constraints in the CSP increases
substantially from m to ≈ mt.

To summarize, we can increase unsat by independent repetition but encoding this directly as a
CSP is inefficient. We want to replicate the overall effect but in a more efficient and graph-friendly
manner. Recall that an expander graph mixes rapidly, and a random walk on an expander graph is
analytically similarly to an independent sample. To take advantage of this, we try to create a CSP
instance on top of the t-th power of G as a graph.

We briefly described the construction in Section ?? but let us describe it anew. Consider the
graph Gt that (informally speaking) has edges corresponding to lazy t-step random walks. More
precisely, let us generate for each vertex v, d self-loops at G. Call this graph GL; a random t-step
walk in GL corresponds to a lazy t-step walk in G. We create an edge (v0, vt) in Gt for every t-step
walk (v0, . . . , vt) in GL. We use the alphabet AD for D =

∑t
i=0 d

i = O
(
dt
)
. Note that for every

vertex v, there are at most D vertices within t steps of v in G. We identify an AD-label π̄(v) as an
A-labeling of all the vertices withing t-steps of v, letting π̄(v, w) ∈ A denote the label assigned by
π̄(v) to w. For each t-step walk w = (v0, . . . , vt) in GL, which corresponds to a unique edge from v0
to vt in Gt, we create a constraint Cw that is satisfied by π̄(v0), π̄(vt) ∈ AD iff the following holds.

1. For all i, π̄(v0, vi) = π̄(vt, vi).

2. For each edge e = (vi, vi+1) ∈ w, (π̄(v0, vi), π̄(vi, vi+1)) ∈ A2 satisfies the constraint Ce in G.
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It is easy to see that a satisfying assignment for G gives a satisfying assignment for Gt. In the
converse direction, we want to show that if G has nonzero unsat(G), then Gt has substantially
larger unsat(G). In particular we will show that unsat

(
Gt
)
≥ poly(t) unsat(G). We prove this via

the contrapositive: given any labeling π̄ : V → AD, we derive a labeling π : V → A and show that
unsat(π |G) ≤ poly(1/t) unsat

(
π̄
∣∣Gt). The labeling π is derived as follows. Fix a vertex v0 ∈ V .

To choose π(v0), consider a lazy (t/2)-step random walk v0, . . . , vt/2, and the A-label π̄
(
vt/2, v0

)
for

v0 induced by the Ad-label at the destination vt/2. We choose π(v0) to be the most likely A-label to
be assigned to v0. Note that P

[
π̄
(
vt/2, v0

)
= π(v0)

]
≥ 1/|A|, which for the sake of our conversation,

is at least some constant.
Dinur offers the following interpretation for π. For each vertex v, π̄(v) assigns A-labels to all

vertices close to v. For each vertex x, π(x) takes the most popular opinion among its neighbors. Here
“popularity” is weighted according to random walks from x. Let us informally suggest that if we had
taken the popular opinion over lazy i-step walks, for i very close to t/2 (such as t/2±O

(√
t
)
), we

would have similar labelings because the lengths of the walks are so similar (this will be formalized
shortly).

The main effort in this section is to show that unsat(π |G) ≤ unsat
(
π̄
∣∣Gt)/O(√t) (assuming

unsat(π |G) is not already at least 1/t). Why should this by the case? Speaking informally, let
Ce be a constraint failed by π, where e = (u, v). Then the “popular opinion” about u and v fail
constraint Ce. To relate this to t-step walks, consider the t-step lazy walks (v0, . . . , vt) where e
appears close to the middle; say, within the middle

√
t edges. Since the length from the endpoints

of e to v0 and vt are roughly t/2, the distribution of labels π(v0 |u) and π(vt | v) will be similar to
the distribution over t/2-step walks used to generate π. In particular, π(v0 |u) and π(vt | v) should
have a constant fraction change of agreeing with π(u) and π(v). That is, a random walk w with e
amongst the middle O

(√
t
)
edges is an unsatisfied constraint in Gt with constant probability.

Thus every unsatisfied edge e in G implies about
√
t unsatisfied edges in Gt. But this does not

immediately imply that unsat
(
π̄
∣∣Gt) is a Ω

(√
t
)
-factor larger than unsat(π |G), because we are

counting the number of failed edges in Gt with repetition. Maybe all of the unsatisfied edges e imply
failures for the same set of unsatisfied edges in Gt. Here enters the fact that G is an expander. If
we take a random walk in G, and this random walk behaves like a uniformly random sample, then
whether or not one edge is failed by π is not strongly correlated with whether or not subsequent
edges are also failed by π. Consequently the set of bad walks for π̄ corresponding to a bad edge e for
π is relatively independent across e.

To start formalizing this inutition, let I =
{
i : |i− t/2| ≤

√
t/2
}
. This interval represents

roughly a standard deviation around the mean for the sum of t/2 independent coin tosses. In
particular the likelihood of i/2 heads out of t/2 coin tosses is similar for all i ∈ I. For the same
reasons, the distribution of the number of heads out of i coin tosses is similar for all i ∈ T . While
π are derived specifically from (t/2)-step lazy random walks, probabilistically speaking, the labels
would have been similar for an i-step walk for any i ∈ I, as follows.

Lemma 5.1. For any fixed |A|, there exists a value T ∈ N and a constant c > 0 such that the
following holds for all t ≥ T .

Let v0 ∈ V , and let v0, v1, v2, . . . by a lazy random walk from v0 in G. Then for all i with
|i− t/2| ≤

√
t/2,

P[π̄(vi, v0) = π(v0)] ≥ c · P
[
π̄
(
vt/2, v0

)
= π(v0)

]
≥ c/|A|.

Let us briefly sketch the intuition but postpone the proof to the end of the section. The key
idea is that the random walk is lazy, staying put on any particular vertex with probability 1/2. An
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alternative way to generate a lazy walk of i-steps is to first flip coins for each step and decide how
many of the i-steps will be non-lazy. Call this number j. Then we take a (non-lazy) walk in G for
j steps. The distribution of π̄(vi, v0), conditional on j, is independent of i. The claim is that the
distribution for j is roughly the same for all i ∈ I. Intuitively, j is concentrated around i/2±O

(√
i
)
.

But since i/2 ≈ t/2 for all i ∈ I, j is also concentrated around t/2 for all i ∈ I. That is to say that
j has a similar distribution regardless of the choice of j ∈ I.

Now, recall the high level intuition is that the edges along random walks should behave almost
independently when G is an expander. For example, fix any set F ⊂ E, and let µ = |F |/|E|. (Think
of F is as the edges failed by π.) Consider a random walk in G of which some of the edges are from
F and others are not. If the random walk behaved like an independently random sample of edges,
then conditional on whether or not the most recent step of the walk was in F , the next step would be
in F with probability µ. The following lemma shows this holds approximately for expander graphs.

Lemma 5.2. Let F ⊂ E be any subset of edges, and let µ = |F |/|E|. Consider a random walk
v0, v1, v2, . . . in G, where initially v0 is a uniformly random endpoint of a uniformly random edge
from F . Then

P[(vi, vi+1) ∈ F ] ≤ µ+ (1− γ)i.

Let us postpone the proof of this lemma as well until the end of the section. We now turn to
the main claim of this section. In the following, note that we will take t to be a constant, so if the
minimum is attained by 1/t, then unsat(π |G) is a constant and we are done.

Lemma 5.3. unsat
(
π̄
∣∣Gt) ≥ Ω

(√
t
)

min
{
unsat(π |G), 1t

}
.

Proof. Let F ⊂ E be the set of edges failed by π, and let µ = |F |/|E|. If µ ≥ 1/t, then drop edges
from F until µ ≤ 1/t. We have 1/t ≥ µ ≥ Ω(1) min

{
unsat(π |G), 1t

}
.

For i ∈ I, we create an random indicator variable Xi ∈ {0, 1} as follows. Let w = (v0, . . . , vt) be
a lazy t-step walk in G sampled uniformly at random. For each i ∈ I, we define a random indicator
variable Xi ∈ {0, 1} where Xi = 1 if both

1. The ith edge in w, ei = (vi−1, vi), has labels π̄(vi−1, v0) = 1 and π̄(vi, vt) = 1.

2. π fails to satisfy the ith edge in w, ei.

Let X =
∑

i∈I Xi. Observe that unsat
(
Gt
)
≥ P[X > 0]. We make two claims about X.

Claim 5.4. For all i ∈ I, E[Xi] ≥ Ω(1)µ.

Observe that by linearity of expectation, Claim 5.4 implies that E[X] ≥ Ω
(√
t
)
µ.

Claim 5.5. E
[
X2
]
≤ O

(√
t
)
µ.

We will prove the claims later. Let us first assume they hold and complete the proof. We have

E
[
X2
]

= E
[
X2
∣∣X > 0

]
P[X > 0]

(a)
≥ E2[X |X > 0]P[X > 0] =

E2[X]

P[X > 0]

where (a) is by Jansen’s inequality (w/r/t the convex function f(x) = x2). Rearranging and applying
the claims, we have

P[X > 0] =
E
[
X2
]

E2[X]
≥ Ω

(√
t
)
µ,

as desired. �

It remains to prove the claims, starting with Claim 5.4. We restate the claim for the reader’s
convenience.

Claim 5.4. For all i ∈ I, E[Xi] ≥ Ω(1)µ.
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Proof. Suppose we sample Xi alternatively as follows. Sample an edge (vi−1, vi) uniformly at random.
Take lazy random walks vi−1, . . . , v0 and vi, . . . , vt, and take the walk w = (v0, . . . , vt). This produces
a uniformly random lazy walk because G is regular. We have

P[Xi = 1] = µ · P[π̄(v0, vi−1) = π(vi−1)]P[π̄(vt, vi) = π(vi)].

Recall from Lemma 5.1 that, for i ∈ I, the marginals of π̄(vt, vi) are within a constant factor pf
π
(
vt, vt/2

)
, which in turn is at least 1/|A|. Similarly for π̄(v0, vi). Thus

P[Xi = 1] ≥ Ω(1)µ/|A|2,

as desired. �

The remaining claim, Claim 5.4, is about the variance of X =
∑

i∈I Xi. To this end we have an
intermediate claim analyzing the cross-terms XiXj .

Claim 5.6. Let i, j ∈ I with i 6= j. Then E[XiXj ] ≤ µ
(
µ+ (1− γ)j−i−1

)
.

Proof. Let us define random indicators variables Yi, Yj ∈ {0, 1} that indicate whether the ith edge is
in F . Then 0 ≤ Xi ≤ Yi and so E[XiXj ] ≤ E[YiYj ]. Write

E[YiYj ] = E[Yi] E[Yj |Yi = 1] = µE[Yj |Yi].

The remaining term, E[Yj |Yi = 1], is equivalent to the probability that a random walk starting at a
random endpoint of a uniformly random edge in F takes its (j − i)th step in F . By Lemma 5.2, this
probability is at most µ+ (1− γ)j−i−1. �

Now we prove Claim 5.5, restating it first for the reader’s convenience.

Claim 5.5. E
[
X2
]
≤ O

(√
t
)
µ.

Proof. We have

E
[
X2
]

=
∑
i∈I

E[Xi] + 2
∑
i,j∈I
i<j

E[XiXj ]

= µ|I|+ 2µ2|I|2 + 2µ
∑
i,j∈I
i<j

(1− γ)j−i−1

(a)
= O(1)µ|I|+ 2µ2|I|2
(b)
≥ O

(√
t
)
µ.

Here (a) is by Claim 5.6. (b) is because µ ≥ 1/t and |I| = O
(√
t
)
. �

This establishes, modulo Lemma 5.1 and Lemma 5.2 which were introduced earlier in the section.
The remainder of this section is devoted to proving these lemma’s.

5.1 An expander mixing lemma for edges

Let us first prove Lemma 5.2 since it is arguably more interesting. In particular, it reveals why it is
important that G is an expander graph. We briefly recall the motivation. We want to argue that
the failed edges F are not too correlated along random walks. This is because if they are correlated,
then the number of bad edges per walk, X in our high analysis, will have high variance (and in
particular, Claim 5.5 will fail).
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Lemma 5.2. Let F ⊂ E be any subset of edges, and let µ = |F |/|E|. Consider a random walk
v0, v1, v2, . . . in G, where initially v0 is a uniformly random endpoint of a uniformly random edge
from F . Then

P[(vi, vi+1) ∈ F ] ≤ µ+ (1− γ)i.

Proof. Let R be the random walk map. Let x ∈ ∆V be the initial distribution for v0. For each
vertex v, we have

x(v) =
(# edges in F incident to v)

2|F | .

Note that x(v) ≤ (d/2|F |) for all v. Define y : V → [0, 1] be setting, for each v ∈ V ,

y(v) =
(# edges in F incident to v)

d
=

(
2|F |
d

)
x(v).

This is equal to the probability that a random step from v is in F . The probability that the tth step
is in F is exactly

P[(vt−1, vt) ∈ F ] =
〈
y,Rt−1x

〉
=

2|F |
d

〈
x,Rt−1x

〉
.

Since R is a regular undirected graph with spectral gap γ, we can write

Rt−1 =
1

n
(1⊗ 1) +R′

where ‖R′‖ ≤ γt−1. The remainder of the proof is reserved for the following exercise. �

Exercise 3. Complete the remainder of the proof by the following steps.

1. Show that
〈
x,Rt−1x

〉
≤ 1

n + γt−1d
2|F | .

2. Show that P[(vt−1, vt) ∈ F ] ≤ |F ||E| + γt−1.

5.2 Similarity of lazy random walks

The final lemma to prove is about how lazy i-step walks act similarly for different i ∈ I. We start by
stating the following lemma about binomial distributions.

Lemma 5.7. For every c > 0, there exists some constant z ∈ (0, 1) and n0 such that, if n0 <
n−√n ≤ m < n+

√
n, then for all k such that |k − n/2| ≤ c√m, we have

z ≤ P[Bn = k]

P[Bm = k]
≤ 1

z

The proof of Lemma 5.7 is given as Exercise ??. Let us continue to prove Lemma 5.1.

Lemma 5.1. For any fixed |A|, there exists a value T ∈ N and a constant c > 0 such that the
following holds for all t ≥ T .

Let v0 ∈ V , and let v0, v1, v2, . . . by a lazy random walk from v0 in G. Then for all i with
|i− t/2| ≤

√
t/2,

P[π̄(vi, v0) = π(v0)] ≥ c · P
[
π̄
(
vt/2, v0

)
= π(v0)

]
≥ c/|A|.
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<latexit sha1_base64="jfMp0VZoJQyBSTY3yGQlq0U45/4=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbFU0lE0WPBi8cW7Ae0oWy2k3btZhN2N0IJ/QVePCji1Z/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAiujet+O4W19Y3NreJ2aWd3b/+gfHjU0nGqGDZZLGLVCahGwSU2DTcCO4lCGgUC28H4bua3n1BpHssHM0nQj+hQ8pAzaqzUSPvlilt15yCrxMtJBXLU++Wv3iBmaYTSMEG17npuYvyMKsOZwGmpl2pMKBvTIXYtlTRC7WfzQ6fkzCoDEsbKljRkrv6eyGik9SQKbGdEzUgvezPxP6+bmvDWz7hMUoOSLRaFqSAmJrOvyYArZEZMLKFMcXsrYSOqKDM2m5INwVt+eZW0LqveddVtXFVq53kcRTiBU7gAD26gBvdQhyYwQHiGV3hzHp0X5935WLQWnHzmGP7A+fwB2pOM4Q==</latexit>

u

<latexit sha1_base64="C/4PbCkb8Of9/Z8qAYAR7iZpIMg=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxaJ4Kokoeix48diC/YA2lM120q7dbMLuplBCf4EXD4p49Sd589+4bXPQ1gcDj/dmmJkXJIJr47rfztr6xubWdmGnuLu3f3BYOjpu6jhVDBssFrFqB1Sj4BIbhhuB7UQhjQKBrWB0P/NbY1Sax/LRTBL0IzqQPOSMGivVx71S2a24c5BV4uWkDDlqvdJXtx+zNEJpmKBadzw3MX5GleFM4LTYTTUmlI3oADuWShqh9rP5oVNybpU+CWNlSxoyV39PZDTSehIFtjOiZqiXvZn4n9dJTXjnZ1wmqUHJFovCVBATk9nXpM8VMiMmllCmuL2VsCFVlBmbTdGG4C2/vEqaVxXvpuLWr8vVizyOApzCGVyCB7dQhQeoQQMYIDzDK7w5T86L8+58LFrXnHzmBP7A+fwB3BeM4g==</latexit>

v
<latexit sha1_base64="X1FYywt1XFa2dmlAfWGpPA39ooQ=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxaJ4Kokoeix48diC/YA2lM120q7dbMLuRimhv8CLB0W8+pO8+W/ctjlo64OBx3szzMwLEsG1cd1vZ2V1bX1js7BV3N7Z3dsvHRw2dZwqhg0Wi1i1A6pRcIkNw43AdqKQRoHAVjC6nfqtR1Sax/LejBP0IzqQPOSMGivVn3qlsltxZyDLxMtJGXLUeqWvbj9maYTSMEG17nhuYvyMKsOZwEmxm2pMKBvRAXYslTRC7WezQyfk1Cp9EsbKljRkpv6eyGik9TgKbGdEzVAvelPxP6+TmvDGz7hMUoOSzReFqSAmJtOvSZ8rZEaMLaFMcXsrYUOqKDM2m6INwVt8eZk0LyreVcWtX5arZ3kcBTiGEzgHD66hCndQgwYwQHiGV3hzHpwX5935mLeuOPnMEfyB8/kD3ZuM4w==</latexit>

w

<latexit sha1_base64="tDdber6Lb2lUsHtmkO21x3dWOic=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxaJ4Kokoeiz04rGC/YA2hM120i7dbMLuRiihP8KLB0W8+nu8+W/ctjlo64OBx3szzMwLU8G1cd1vZ219Y3Nru7RT3t3bPzisHB23dZIphi2WiER1Q6pRcIktw43AbqqQxqHATjhuzPzOEyrNE/loJin6MR1KHnFGjZU6jSDHwJsGlapbc+cgq8QrSBUKNIPKV3+QsCxGaZigWvc8NzV+TpXhTOC03M80ppSN6RB7lkoao/bz+blTcm6VAYkSZUsaMld/T+Q01noSh7Yzpmakl72Z+J/Xy0x05+dcpplByRaLokwQk5DZ72TAFTIjJpZQpri9lbARVZQZm1DZhuAtv7xK2lc176bmPlxX6xdFHCU4hTO4BA9uoQ730IQWMBjDM7zCm5M6L86787FoXXOKmRP4A+fzB+8kjzc=</latexit>

Ce1

<latexit sha1_base64="TzJD8z9GKDA5CcQfWS9rDGCfEsA=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbFU0mKosdCLx4r2A9oQ9hsp+3SzSbsboQS+iO8eFDEq7/Hm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8MBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUMWyxWMSqG1KNgktsGW4EdhOFNAoFdsJJY+53nlBpHstHM03Qj+hI8iFn1Fip0wgyDGqzoFxxq+4CZJ14OalAjmZQ/uoPYpZGKA0TVOue5ybGz6gynAmclfqpxoSyCR1hz1JJI9R+tjh3Ri6sMiDDWNmShizU3xMZjbSeRqHtjKgZ61VvLv7n9VIzvPMzLpPUoGTLRcNUEBOT+e9kwBUyI6aWUKa4vZWwMVWUGZtQyYbgrb68Ttq1qndTdR+uK/XLPI4inME5XIEHt1CHe2hCCxhM4Ble4c1JnBfn3flYthacfOYU/sD5/AHwqY84</latexit>

Ce2

<latexit sha1_base64="fQ/sDblO1MAmjpwJXAsObT2VaoI=">AAAB7nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPiKez6QI+BXDxGMA9IlmV20kmGzM4uM7NCWPIRXjwo4tXv8ebfOEn2oIkFDUVVN91dYSK4Nq777RTW1jc2t4rbpZ3dvf2D8uFRS8epYthksYhVJ6QaBZfYNNwI7CQKaRQKbIfj+sxvP6HSPJaPZpKgH9Gh5APOqLFSux5kGFxNg3LFrbpzkFXi5aQCORpB+avXj1kaoTRMUK27npsYP6PKcCZwWuqlGhPKxnSIXUsljVD72fzcKTmzSp8MYmVLGjJXf09kNNJ6EoW2M6JmpJe9mfif103N4M7PuExSg5ItFg1SQUxMZr+TPlfIjJhYQpni9lbCRlRRZmxCJRuCt/zyKmldVr2bqvtwXamd53EU4QRO4QI8uIUa3EMDmsBgDM/wCm9O4rw4787HorXg5DPH8AfO5w/yLo85</latexit>

Ce3

<latexit sha1_base64="OUYJWGQaxUqgD9aAVb03uB/e0qE=">AAAB/XicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVHzs3waJUKCURRZcFNy4r2Ae0IUymN+3QySTMQ6ih+CtuXCji1v9w5984bbPQ1gMXDufcO3PvCVNGpXLdb2tpeWV1bb2wUdzc2t7Ztff2mzLRgkCDJCwR7RBLYJRDQ1HFoJ0KwHHIoBUObyZ+6wGEpAm/V6MU/Bj3OY0owcpIgX1Y1oFX6fYSJSs6yLrA2PgssEtu1Z3CWSReTkooRz2wv8wLRMfAFWFYyo7npsrPsFCUMBgXu1pCiskQ96FjKMcxSD+bbj92TozSc6JEmOLKmaq/JzIcSzmKQ9MZYzWQ895E/M/raBVd+xnlqVbAyeyjSDNHJc4kCqdHBRDFRoZgIqjZ1SEDLDBRJrCiCcGbP3mRNM+r3mXVvbso1U7zOAroCB2jMvLQFaqhW1RHDUTQI3pGr+jNerJerHfrY9a6ZOUzB+gPrM8fe16UhA==</latexit>

(u1, . . . , u`)

<latexit sha1_base64="b96r3aj4HxdzCrrqI7SLWF7hqi8=">AAAB/XicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62v8bFzEyxKhVJmRNFlwY3LCvYB7TBk0rQNzWSG5E6hDsVfceNCEbf+hzv/xrSdhbYeuHA4597k3hPEgmtwnG8rt7K6tr6R3yxsbe/s7tn7Bw0dJYqyOo1EpFoB0UxwyerAQbBWrBgJA8GawfB26jdHTGkeyQcYx8wLSV/yHqcEjOTbR6WR75Y73Qh0eeSnHSbE5Ny3i07FmQEvEzcjRZSh5ttf5gWahEwCFUTrtuvE4KVEAaeCTQqdRLOY0CHps7ahkoRMe+ls+wk+NUoX9yJlSgKeqb8nUhJqPQ4D0xkSGOhFbyr+57UT6N14KZdxAkzS+Ue9RGCI8DQK3OWKURBjQwhV3OyK6YAoQsEEVjAhuIsnL5PGRcW9qjj3l8XqWRZHHh2jE1RCLrpGVXSHaqiOKHpEz+gVvVlP1ov1bn3MW3NWNnOI/sD6/AF+gJSG</latexit>

(v1, . . . , v`)
<latexit sha1_base64="8j4vYfGh9JhDn84hQLMgRy6dqfk=">AAAB/XicbVDLSgMxFM34rPU1PnZugkWpUMqMKLosuHFZwT6gHYZMmrahmcyQ3LHUofgrblwo4tb/cOffmLaz0NYDFw7n3Jvce4JYcA2O820tLa+srq3nNvKbW9s7u/befl1HiaKsRiMRqWZANBNcshpwEKwZK0bCQLBGMLiZ+I0HpjSP5D2MYuaFpCd5l1MCRvLtw+LQd0vtTgS6NPTTNhNifObbBafsTIEXiZuRAspQ9e0v8wJNQiaBCqJ1y3Vi8FKigFPBxvl2ollM6ID0WMtQSUKmvXS6/RifGKWDu5EyJQFP1d8TKQm1HoWB6QwJ9PW8NxH/81oJdK+9lMs4ASbp7KNuIjBEeBIF7nDFKIiRIYQqbnbFtE8UoWACy5sQ3PmTF0n9vOxelp27i0LlNIsjh47QMSoiF12hCrpFVVRDFD2iZ/SK3qwn68V6tz5mrUtWNnOA/sD6/AGBopSI</latexit>

(w1, . . . , w`)

<latexit sha1_base64="K4RmrKb2spGvYcWltUv6PxoG9SQ=">AAACAnicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/op7Ey2KreCpJQfRY0IPHCvYDmlA222m7dLMJuxuhhuLFv+LFgyJe/RXe/Ddu2hy0+mDg8d4MM/OCmDOlHefLKiwtr6yuFddLG5tb2zv27l5LRYmk0KQRj2QnIAo4E9DUTHPoxBJIGHBoB+PLzG/fgVQsErd6EoMfkqFgA0aJNlLPPvAUlSzWit0Drngh0SNKeHo1rfTsslN1ZsB/iZuTMsrR6NmfXj+iSQhCU06U6rpOrP2USM0oh2nJSxTEhI7JELqGChKC8tPZC1N8bJQ+HkTSlNB4pv6cSEmo1CQMTGd2o1r0MvE/r5vowYWfMhEnGgSdLxokHOsIZ3ngPpNANZ8YQkwS5lZMR0QSqk1qJROCu/jyX9KqVd2zqnNTK9dP8jiK6BAdoVPkonNUR9eogZqIogf0hF7Qq/VoPVtv1vu8tWDlM/voF6yPb/9YlxE=</latexit>D

<latexit sha1_base64="K4RmrKb2spGvYcWltUv6PxoG9SQ=">AAACAnicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/op7Ey2KreCpJQfRY0IPHCvYDmlA222m7dLMJuxuhhuLFv+LFgyJe/RXe/Ddu2hy0+mDg8d4MM/OCmDOlHefLKiwtr6yuFddLG5tb2zv27l5LRYmk0KQRj2QnIAo4E9DUTHPoxBJIGHBoB+PLzG/fgVQsErd6EoMfkqFgA0aJNlLPPvAUlSzWit0Drngh0SNKeHo1rfTsslN1ZsB/iZuTMsrR6NmfXj+iSQhCU06U6rpOrP2USM0oh2nJSxTEhI7JELqGChKC8tPZC1N8bJQ+HkTSlNB4pv6cSEmo1CQMTGd2o1r0MvE/r5vowYWfMhEnGgSdLxokHOsIZ3ngPpNANZ8YQkwS5lZMR0QSqk1qJROCu/jyX9KqVd2zqnNTK9dP8jiK6BAdoVPkonNUR9eogZqIogf0hF7Qq/VoPVtv1vu8tWDlM/voF6yPb/9YlxE=</latexit>D

<latexit sha1_base64="K4RmrKb2spGvYcWltUv6PxoG9SQ=">AAACAnicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/op7Ey2KreCpJQfRY0IPHCvYDmlA222m7dLMJuxuhhuLFv+LFgyJe/RXe/Ddu2hy0+mDg8d4MM/OCmDOlHefLKiwtr6yuFddLG5tb2zv27l5LRYmk0KQRj2QnIAo4E9DUTHPoxBJIGHBoB+PLzG/fgVQsErd6EoMfkqFgA0aJNlLPPvAUlSzWit0Drngh0SNKeHo1rfTsslN1ZsB/iZuTMsrR6NmfXj+iSQhCU06U6rpOrP2USM0oh2nJSxTEhI7JELqGChKC8tPZC1N8bJQ+HkTSlNB4pv6cSEmo1CQMTGd2o1r0MvE/r5vowYWfMhEnGgSdLxokHOsIZ3ngPpNANZ8YQkwS5lZMR0QSqk1qJROCu/jyX9KqVd2zqnNTK9dP8jiK6BAdoVPkonNUR9eogZqIogf0hF7Qq/VoPVtv1vu8tWDlM/voF6yPb/9YlxE=</latexit>D

<latexit sha1_base64="91Bj1ILG147jNlivhc/NMbAHyYc=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbFU0lE0WPBi8cK9gPaEDbbSbt0swm7G6GE/ggvHhTx6u/x5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTAXXxnW/ndLa+sbmVnm7srO7t39QPTxq6yRTDFssEYnqhlSj4BJbhhuB3VQhjUOBnXB8N/M7T6g0T+SjmaTox3QoecQZNVbqREGOgTcNqjW37s5BVolXkBoUaAbVr/4gYVmM0jBBte55bmr8nCrDmcBppZ9pTCkb0yH2LJU0Ru3n83On5MwqAxIlypY0ZK7+nshprPUkDm1nTM1IL3sz8T+vl5no1s+5TDODki0WRZkgJiGz38mAK2RGTCyhTHF7K2EjqigzNqGKDcFbfnmVtC/r3nXdfbiqNc6LOMpwAqdwAR7cQAPuoQktYDCGZ3iFNyd1Xpx352PRWnKKmWP4A+fzByURj1o=</latexit>

fe1

<latexit sha1_base64="9LcyRtkcrISXpE0pNMXrVK4k4+g=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxaJ4KklR9Fjw4rGC/YA2hM120i7dbMLuRiihP8KLB0W8+nu8+W/ctjlo64OBx3szzMwLU8G1cd1vZ219Y3Nru7RT3t3bPzisHB23dZIphi2WiER1Q6pRcIktw43AbqqQxqHATji+m/mdJ1SaJ/LRTFL0YzqUPOKMGit1oiDHoD4NKlW35s5BVolXkCoUaAaVr/4gYVmM0jBBte55bmr8nCrDmcBpuZ9pTCkb0yH2LJU0Ru3n83On5NwqAxIlypY0ZK7+nshprPUkDm1nTM1IL3sz8T+vl5no1s+5TDODki0WRZkgJiGz38mAK2RGTCyhTHF7K2EjqigzNqGyDcFbfnmVtOs177rmPlxVGxdFHCU4hTO4BA9uoAH30IQWMBjDM7zCm5M6L86787FoXXOKmRP4A+fzByaWj1s=</latexit>

fe2

<latexit sha1_base64="8PLDmC3IdOS1A5bryW+24sE2fMQ=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbFU0n8QI8FLx4rWFtoQ9hsJ+3SzSbsboQS+iO8eFDEq7/Hm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8MBVcG9f9dkorq2vrG+XNytb2zu5edf/gUSeZYthiiUhUJ6QaBZfYMtwI7KQKaRwKbIej26nffkKleSIfzDhFP6YDySPOqLFSOwpyDC4mQbXm1t0ZyDLxClKDAs2g+tXrJyyLURomqNZdz02Nn1NlOBM4qfQyjSllIzrArqWSxqj9fHbuhJxYpU+iRNmShszU3xM5jbUex6HtjKkZ6kVvKv7ndTMT3fg5l2lmULL5oigTxCRk+jvpc4XMiLEllClubyVsSBVlxiZUsSF4iy8vk8fzundVd+8va43TIo4yHMExnIEH19CAO2hCCxiM4Ble4c1JnRfn3fmYt5acYuYQ/sD5/AEoG49c</latexit>

fe3

<latexit sha1_base64="OUYJWGQaxUqgD9aAVb03uB/e0qE=">AAAB/XicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVHzs3waJUKCURRZcFNy4r2Ae0IUymN+3QySTMQ6ih+CtuXCji1v9w5984bbPQ1gMXDufcO3PvCVNGpXLdb2tpeWV1bb2wUdzc2t7Ztff2mzLRgkCDJCwR7RBLYJRDQ1HFoJ0KwHHIoBUObyZ+6wGEpAm/V6MU/Bj3OY0owcpIgX1Y1oFX6fYSJSs6yLrA2PgssEtu1Z3CWSReTkooRz2wv8wLRMfAFWFYyo7npsrPsFCUMBgXu1pCiskQ96FjKMcxSD+bbj92TozSc6JEmOLKmaq/JzIcSzmKQ9MZYzWQ895E/M/raBVd+xnlqVbAyeyjSDNHJc4kCqdHBRDFRoZgIqjZ1SEDLDBRJrCiCcGbP3mRNM+r3mXVvbso1U7zOAroCB2jMvLQFaqhW1RHDUTQI3pGr+jNerJerHfrY9a6ZOUzB+gPrM8fe16UhA==</latexit>

(u1, . . . , u`)

<latexit sha1_base64="b96r3aj4HxdzCrrqI7SLWF7hqi8=">AAAB/XicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62v8bFzEyxKhVJmRNFlwY3LCvYB7TBk0rQNzWSG5E6hDsVfceNCEbf+hzv/xrSdhbYeuHA4597k3hPEgmtwnG8rt7K6tr6R3yxsbe/s7tn7Bw0dJYqyOo1EpFoB0UxwyerAQbBWrBgJA8GawfB26jdHTGkeyQcYx8wLSV/yHqcEjOTbR6WR75Y73Qh0eeSnHSbE5Ny3i07FmQEvEzcjRZSh5ttf5gWahEwCFUTrtuvE4KVEAaeCTQqdRLOY0CHps7ahkoRMe+ls+wk+NUoX9yJlSgKeqb8nUhJqPQ4D0xkSGOhFbyr+57UT6N14KZdxAkzS+Ue9RGCI8DQK3OWKURBjQwhV3OyK6YAoQsEEVjAhuIsnL5PGRcW9qjj3l8XqWRZHHh2jE1RCLrpGVXSHaqiOKHpEz+gVvVlP1ov1bn3MW3NWNnOI/sD6/AF+gJSG</latexit>

(v1, . . . , v`)
<latexit sha1_base64="8j4vYfGh9JhDn84hQLMgRy6dqfk=">AAAB/XicbVDLSgMxFM34rPU1PnZugkWpUMqMKLosuHFZwT6gHYZMmrahmcyQ3LHUofgrblwo4tb/cOffmLaz0NYDFw7n3Jvce4JYcA2O820tLa+srq3nNvKbW9s7u/befl1HiaKsRiMRqWZANBNcshpwEKwZK0bCQLBGMLiZ+I0HpjSP5D2MYuaFpCd5l1MCRvLtw+LQd0vtTgS6NPTTNhNifObbBafsTIEXiZuRAspQ9e0v8wJNQiaBCqJ1y3Vi8FKigFPBxvl2ollM6ID0WMtQSUKmvXS6/RifGKWDu5EyJQFP1d8TKQm1HoWB6QwJ9PW8NxH/81oJdK+9lMs4ASbp7KNuIjBEeBIF7nDFKIiRIYQqbnbFtE8UoWACy5sQ3PmTF0n9vOxelp27i0LlNIsjh47QMSoiF12hCrpFVVRDFD2iZ/SK3qwn68V6tz5mrUtWNnOA/sD6/AGBopSI</latexit>

(w1, . . . , w`)

<latexit sha1_base64="D4RiVxoBINowZLnMubtzgQU1Nf4=">AAAB73icbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNiFe5E0TJgYxnBxEByhL3NXLJkd+/c3RNCyJ+wsVDE1r9j579xk1yhiQ8GHu/NMDMvSgU31ve/vcLK6tr6RnGztLW9s7tX3j9omiTTDBssEYluRdSg4AoblluBrVQjlZHAh2h4M/UfnlAbnqh7O0oxlLSveMwZtU5qdbh0W9B0yxW/6s9AlkmQkwrkqHfLX51ewjKJyjJBjWkHfmrDMdWWM4GTUiczmFI2pH1sO6qoRBOOZ/dOyIlTeiROtCtlyUz9PTGm0piRjFynpHZgFr2p+J/Xzmx8HY65SjOLis0XxZkgNiHT50mPa2RWjByhTHN3K2EDqimzLqKSCyFYfHmZNM+rwWXVv7uo1E7zOIpwBMdwBgFcQQ1uoQ4NYCDgGV7hzXv0Xrx372PeWvDymUP4A+/zBzsRkAE=</latexit>

=)
<latexit sha1_base64="D4RiVxoBINowZLnMubtzgQU1Nf4=">AAAB73icbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNiFe5E0TJgYxnBxEByhL3NXLJkd+/c3RNCyJ+wsVDE1r9j579xk1yhiQ8GHu/NMDMvSgU31ve/vcLK6tr6RnGztLW9s7tX3j9omiTTDBssEYluRdSg4AoblluBrVQjlZHAh2h4M/UfnlAbnqh7O0oxlLSveMwZtU5qdbh0W9B0yxW/6s9AlkmQkwrkqHfLX51ewjKJyjJBjWkHfmrDMdWWM4GTUiczmFI2pH1sO6qoRBOOZ/dOyIlTeiROtCtlyUz9PTGm0piRjFynpHZgFr2p+J/Xzmx8HY65SjOLis0XxZkgNiHT50mPa2RWjByhTHN3K2EDqimzLqKSCyFYfHmZNM+rwWXVv7uo1E7zOIpwBMdwBgFcQQ1uoQ4NYCDgGV7hzXv0Xrx372PeWvDymUP4A+/zBzsRkAE=</latexit>

=)
<latexit sha1_base64="hylN1kfbPHFCgLgKN1FXnrsx2P8=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbFU0lE0WPBgx4rWFtoQ9hsJ+3SzSbsboQS+iO8eFDEq7/Hm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8MBVcG9f9dkorq2vrG+XNytb2zu5edf/gUSeZYthiiUhUJ6QaBZfYMtwI7KQKaRwKbIejm6nffkKleSIfzDhFP6YDySPOqLFS+zbIMfAmQbXm1t0ZyDLxClKDAs2g+tXrJyyLURomqNZdz02Nn1NlOBM4qfQyjSllIzrArqWSxqj9fHbuhJxYpU+iRNmShszU3xM5jbUex6HtjKkZ6kVvKv7ndTMTXfs5l2lmULL5oigTxCRk+jvpc4XMiLEllClubyVsSBVlxiZUsSF4iy8vk8fzundZd+8vao3TIo4yHMExnIEHV9CAO2hCCxiM4Ble4c1JnRfn3fmYt5acYuYQ/sD5/AH1TI87</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="2uChJxBCr/yuEiPuZ4/C1bQtoMw=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbFU0mKoseCBz1WsB/QhrDZTtulm03Y3Qgl9Ed48aCIV3+PN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5YSK4Nq777RTW1jc2t4rbpZ3dvf2D8uFRS8epYthksYhVJ6QaBZfYNNwI7CQKaRQKbIfj25nffkKleSwfzSRBP6JDyQecUWOl9l2QYVCbBuWKW3XnIKvEy0kFcjSC8levH7M0QmmYoFp3PTcxfkaV4UzgtNRLNSaUjekQu5ZKGqH2s/m5U3JmlT4ZxMqWNGSu/p7IaKT1JAptZ0TNSC97M/E/r5uawY2fcZmkBiVbLBqkgpiYzH4nfa6QGTGxhDLF7a2EjaiizNiESjYEb/nlVdKqVb2rqvtwWamf53EU4QRO4QI8uIY63EMDmsBgDM/wCm9O4rw4787HorXg5DPH8AfO5w/20Y88</latexit>

Ge2

<latexit sha1_base64="hSkMmSVvOrxz/7A0BXBV3za1aNU=">AAAB7nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPiKez6QI8BD3qMYB6QLMvspJMMmZ1dZmaFsOQjvHhQxKvf482/cZLsQRMLGoqqbrq7wkRwbVz32ymsrK6tbxQ3S1vbO7t75f2Dpo5TxbDBYhGrdkg1Ci6xYbgR2E4U0igU2ApHt1O/9YRK81g+mnGCfkQHkvc5o8ZKrbsgw+BiEpQrbtWdgSwTLycVyFEPyl/dXszSCKVhgmrd8dzE+BlVhjOBk1I31ZhQNqID7FgqaYTaz2bnTsiJVXqkHytb0pCZ+nsio5HW4yi0nRE1Q73oTcX/vE5q+jd+xmWSGpRsvqifCmJiMv2d9LhCZsTYEsoUt7cSNqSKMmMTKtkQvMWXl0nzvOpdVd2Hy0rtNI+jCEdwDGfgwTXU4B7q0AAGI3iGV3hzEufFeXc+5q0FJ585hD9wPn8A+FaPPQ==</latexit>

Ge3

Figure 2: A high-level schematic for the alphabet reducing transformation in Section 6, on a triangle
graph.

Proof. For i ∈ N, let Bi be the number of non-lazy steps out of the first k steps in the lazy random
walk. Choose c > 0 such that the probability that

∣∣Bt/2 − t/4∣∣ ≥ c
√
t ≤ 1/2|A|. For ease of

notation, let Ei be the event that π(vi | v0) = π(v0). We want to show that for i ∈ I, we have
P[Ei] ≥ Ω(1)P

[
Et/2

]
. We have

P[Ei] ≥
∑

j:|j−t/4|≤c
√
t/2

P[Ei |Bi = j]P[Bi = j]

(a)
≥ z

∑
j:|j−t/4|≤c

√
t/2

P[Ei |Bi = j]P
[
Bt/2 = j

]
(b)
= z

∑
j:|j−t/4|≤c

√
t/2

P
[
Et/2

∣∣Bt/2 = j
]
P
[
Bt/2 = j

]
(c)
≥ z

(
P
[
Et/2

]
− 1

2|A|

)
(d)
≥ z

2
P
[
Et/2

]
,

as desired. Here (a) is by Lemma 5.7, for t sufficiently large and z the constant asserted in Lemma 5.7.
The reason for (b) is left as an exercise below . (c) is by choice of c. (d) is because P

[
Et/2

]
≥ 1/|A|.

�

Exercise 4. Justify equality (b) in the proof of Lemma 5.1.

6 Alphabet reduction

This section is about the third graph-CSP transformation reduction, where goal the goal is to reduce
the size of the alphabet. We take as input a graph CSP G with alphabet A. Our goal is to reduce
the alphabet to an alphabet A0 where |A0| is a universal constant. (In fact, the full details reveal
that |A0| = 8.)

Step 1: Reduce the alphabet size to 2 with an error correcting code. Let C : A→ {0, 1}`
be an error correcting code with ` ≤ O(log(|A|)) and relative distance ρ ∈ [0, 1]; that is, for any
distinct a1, a2 ∈ A, the encodings C(a1), C(a2) ∈ {0, 1}` differ in at least ρ` bits. We will create a
uniform (2`)-ary CSP with binary alphabet {0, 1}. Such a CSP can be interpreted as a (2`)-uniform
hypergraph with hyperedges labeled by boolean formulas over the endpoints defining a constraint.
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For each vertex u, let Vu = {u1, . . . , u`} be a new set of ` vertices. For each edge e = (u, v) ∈ E
with constraint Ce, we create a hyperedge with endpoints Vu ∪ Vv with the constraint fe : {0, 1}Vu ×
{0, 1}Vv → {0, 1} defined by

fe(xu, xv) =

{
1 if xu = C(a1) and xv = C(a2) for some (a1, a2) ∈ Ce,
0 otherwise;

where we identify a boolean assignment xu : Vu → {0, 1} as a length ` bit string (xu(u1), . . . , xu(u`)).
We let Fe = {(xu, xv) : fe(xu, xv) = 1} ⊂ {0, 1}Vu×Vv denote the set of satisfying assignments for fe.

Step 2: Replace each hyperedge constraint with a graph CSP. We want to convert the
hypergraph generated above into a graph. We will apply a certain operation hyperedge-wise that
reduces each hyperedge independently to a graph CSP. For the time being we will treat this as a black
box and address how to do this separately later. Let A0 be a finite alphabet and ε0 > 0 be parameters
to be determined. For each formula fe, we construct a graph CSP Ge = (Ve, Ee, A0, {Ce,f : f ∈ Ee})
where Vu, Vv ⊆ Ve with the following properties.

1. If fe(xu, xv) = 1, then we can extend (xu, xv) : Vu ∪ Vv → {0, 1} to an assignment σ : Ve → A0

that satisfies all of Ge. This is called the completeness property.

2. If fe(xu, xv) = 0, and the relative distance from (xu, xv) to Fe is at least δ then any extension
σ : Ve → A0 of (xu, xv) has error at least ε0δ for some fixed ε0. That is,

unsat(Ge) ≥ ε0 dist((xu, xv), Fe),

where dist(a, b) denotes the relative Hamming distance between a and b. This is called the
soundness property.

Moreover, one prove that for some parameters A0 and ε0 (depending only on |`|), we can create the
above instances for Ge such that |Ee| is the same across all e.

Since we will not prove how to do this step just yet, let us instead provide some comments. For
each edge e, we transform a boolean function on 2` variables to a graph CSP with finite alphabet
size and possibly a few more variables. There was no particular concern for the size of the graph
CSP as long as it is consistent across E. Why? Because it is a local operation applied edgewise.
The input fe ultimately can be described in Õ

(
2`
)
bits, and ` is independent of n. So however much

things may blow up, we are still blowing up a constant to a constant.
The above construction, that is applied to each boolean function, can be understood as an

inefficient and distance-preserving PCP.

6.1 Analysis

Thus we have a two-step process that takes one graphical CSP and produces another with a constant
alphabet size, which is intermediately also a hypergraph CSP over the alphabet {0, 1}. We assume
for the time being that step 2 is implementable, and (might) address that aspect later. (Otherwise,
see [1], or [3, Chapter 7])

For each e, let V ′e = V \ (Vu ∪ Vv) be the set of variables introduced by Ge. Let V ′ =
⋃
e V
′
e be

the set of all newly introduced variables.

Lemma 6.1. unsat(Ḡ) ≤ unsat(G).
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Proof. Let π : V → A be an assignment that attains unsat(G). Recall that the vertices of G′ can be
divided into vertices Vu (where u ∈ V ) corresponding to the input vertices, and vertices V ′e (where
e ∈ E) introduced by the edge-wise CSP’s Ge : e ∈ E.

1. For each u ∈ V , we label Vu with the encoding C(π(u)).

2. For each V ′e where e = (u, v) ∈ E, given the labels already on Vu and Vv, label V ′e as to
maximize the number of satisfied constraints in Ge.

Now, for every edge e satisfied by π, all the constraints from Ge are satisfied by the labels in V̄ .
Since each Ge generates the same number of constraints, this implies that unsat(Ḡ) ≤ unsat(G).

�

Lemma 6.2. For β3 = ε0ρ/4, we have

β3 unsat(G) ≤ unsat(Ḡ).

Proof. Let π̄ : V̄ → A0 be an assignment for π̄ that attains unsat(Ḡ). Let π : V → A be the
assignment defined by decoding; for each vertex v, we have

π(v) = D(π̄(v1), . . . , π̄(v`)).

We claim that for each edge e that is not satisfied by π, a β3-fraction of Ge for some value β
that depends on |A0| and ρ. It then follows that unsat(Ḡ) ≥ β3 unsat(G).

Let e = (u, v) be an edge that is not satisfied by π. For ease of notation, let us denote

ū
def
= (ū1, . . . , ū`) and π̄(ū)

def
= (π̄(u1), . . . , π̄(u`)).

Since (π(u) = D(ū), π(v) = D(v̄)) did not satisfy the constraint Ce, and the code C : A → {0, 1}`
has relative distance ρ between any two code works, it follows that (π̄(ū), π̄(v̄)) relative distance at
least ρ/4 from the set of satisfying encodings, Fe. By the soundness property, then, π̄ must fail to
satisfy at least an (ε0ρ/4)-fraction of Ge. �

7 Exercises

Exercise 1. Proof Theorem 1.1 and Theorem 2.1. Below we give part of the proofs, in both
directions, to get you started.

1. Theorem 1.1 =⇒ Theorem 2.1. Suppose the PCP theorem, Theorem 1.1, is true. That is,
every NP language L has a verifier on input x and proof y that reads r = c log n random bits
and querys q = O(1) bits from y, and correctly. We want to show that (1/2)-approximate for
CSP - that is, deciding between whether a CSP is (perfectly) satisfiable or if at most 1/2 of
the clauses can be satisfied - is NP-Hard.

Fix a language L in NP. Given input x of size n, we want to form a CSP problem P such that
deciding between unsat(P ) = 0 and unsat(P ) ≥ 1/2. By the PCP theorem, there exists a
verifier that flips at most r = c log(n) coins and reads q = O(1) bits from the proof and decides
whether to accept or reject. Let A = {0, 1}0, 1 be the alphabet, and make a boolean variable vi
for every location i of the proof that might be accessed by the randomized verifier. Note that
this creates at most q2r = poly(n) boolean variables. Now, for each z ∈ {0, 1}r, representing
an outcome of the coin tosses, we defined a clause Cz with variables ... and accepting the set
of assignments...
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2. Theorem 2.1 =⇒ Theorem 1.1. Conversely, suppose that it is NP-Hard to decide between
unsat(P ) = 0 and unsat(P ) ≥ 1/2 for a given CSP problem P . This means to for every
language L, there is a transformation that, given an input x of size n, produces a q-ary CSP Px
with poly(n) constraints such that x ∈ L iff unsat(Px) = 0 and x /∈ L iff unsat(Px) ≥ 1/2.
We create a probabilisticaly checkable proof system where...

Exercise 2. For n ∈ N, let Bn be a binomially distributed random variable with probability p = 1/2.
Prove the following.

For every c > 0, there exists some constant z ∈ (0, 1) and n0 such that, if n0 < n−√n ≤ m <
n+
√
n, then for all k such that |k − n/2| ≤ c√m, we have

z ≤ P[Bn = k]

P[Bm = k]
≤ 1

z

Exercise 3. Complete the remainder of the proof by the following steps.

1. Show that
〈
x,Rt−1x

〉
≤ 1

n + γt−1d
2|F | .

2. Show that P[(vt−1, vt) ∈ F ] ≤ |F ||E| + γt−1.

Exercise 4. Justify equality (b) in the proof of Lemma 5.1.
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